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FACTSHEET
FACTOR CERTIFICATE SOLD OUT* LONG PALLADIUM FUTURE

ISIN: AT0000A32MT3 / WKN: RC08P5
LEVERAGE Product without Knock-Out
Factor Certificate Long

CHG. 1D
--

BID
EUR 0.010

ASK
-

LAST UPDATE
Apr 17, 2024
18:00:02.508

UNDERLYING PRICE (INDICATIVE)
1,034.68 (+1.35%)

PROTECTION LEVEL
USD 897.14

LEVERAGE FACTOR
6.00

KEY DATA
Underlying Palladium Future
Underlying price
(indicative)

USD 1,034.68

Underlying date/time Apr 17, 2024
20:00:04.000

Leverage factor 6.00
Threshold 13.00%
Maturity date open-end
Tradeable unit/nominal
value

1 unit

Multiplier 0.00017
Expected market trend bullish
Listing Vienna, Stuttgart
Product currency EUR
Underlying currency USD
Settlement method Cash settlement
Taxation Capital Gains Tax / no

Foreign Capital Gains
Tax

 CONTACT/INFORMATION
E: info@raiffeisencertificates.com
T: +431 71707 5454
W: www.raiffeisencertificates.com

DESCRIPTION
SOLD OUT*: With regards to this product the full volume of certificates to be issued
has been reached. Therefore Raiffeisen Bank International AG (RBI) will quote only
bid prices and will no longer quote ask prices for this product. Hence, RBI will not
accept any further subscription orders for this product. RBI will refrain from further
increasing the volume of this product as this product's underlying value has
substantially and unforeseeably decreased for the current moment. Therefore, a
further investment in this product is currently not expedient.

RBI strives to constantly update its product range. Newly issued products with a
corresponding higher value for which tradable ask quotes are provided may be
localized via the search-function on the website.

Factor Certificates enable investors to participate with a leverage effect in the
performance of the underlying. The certificates have a constant leverage factor, no
knock-out and are open-ended. Long Factor Certificates provide investors with
above average profit opportunities in rising markets.

Please read our brochure on Factor Certificates.

PRICE DEVELOPMENT SINCE ISSUE DATE
UNDERLYING FACTOR CERTIFICATE


